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CUBEAID - AN INTERACTIVE METHOD OF QUICKLY
3-DIMENSIONAL GAMMA-RAY DATA SETS

y

J.A. Kuehner, J.C. Waddington and D. Provost,
McMaster University

With the advent of very high efficiency gamma-ray detector
arrays capable of producing significant 4- and 5-fold data a new
challenge will be to develop appropriate data analysis
techniques. One route may be to exploit the relatively fast
analysis possible using 3D analysis of sorted higher-fold data as
can be done using the CubeAid software running on a PC. This
paper describes some of the capabilities of CubeAid.

The main idea is to construct and use a 3D array (a cube) of
triples data of dimension suitable to the capabilities of a PC
using VGA mode or higher. So far we have used a cube of edge size
640 and typically 2 or 3 keV per channel. In order both to make
data extraction fast and to reduce disk space we have used a
symmetrized 1/2 cube with the depth dimension having been
compressed. In making this cube we first sort into a symmetrized
1/6 cube from tape to our VAX harddisk. Using 16-bit data this
requires 1/6 x 640 x 640 x 640 x 2 = 87.4 Mbytes of storage. We
then download to the PC where we convert the 1/6 cube to a
compressed 1/2 cube. The size of the resulting compressed cube
depends on the data density but can be as small as 10 Mbytes. The
largest cube produced so far has 51 Mbytes for a cube containing
100 million events. Figure 1 shows data on the degree of
compression obtained as a function of the data density and for
two separate compression schemes. Method 1 simply records the
position in the cube for any non-zero data and is useful only for
very sparse data. Method 2 uses a variation of Huffmann
compression where one uses short tokens to store the most
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frequent values. It should be noted that there is no overhead
penalty in using file compression but rather a gain since the
limitation on speed is the harddisk access time.

The whole process of sorting the data and making the
compressed cube takes about two days. Once the cube has been
generated together with some subsidiary support files the process
of looking at the data is very fast and interactive. The program
allows one to define up to 15 energies (gates). Then, for
example, one can generate and display a spectrum of all 15x14
double gate combinations in about 5 seconds. One can quickly and
interactively move individual gates, turn them on and off, widen
them etc. by using the keyboard. The same list of 15 energies can
be used to project out the sum of 15 planes from the cube to make
a 2D array (taking about 5 minutes). This 2D array can then be
displayed and studied using functions contained in CubeAid. Some
additional functions available include the ability to display the
spectrum of the sum of two gamma-rays as a function of the third,
the spectrum in coincidence with two separate lists of gamma-rays
and the spectrum in coincidence with double gates corresponding
to continuum features such as the "ridges". An additional feature
allows one to search for regularly spaced features in the entire
cube, which one would identify as a possible new superdeformed
band •

The demonstration of CubeAid used 149Gd data obtained using
the Chalk River 8pi detector. As an example of data analysis it
was shown that two-dimensional data projected from the cube and
associated with the superdeformed planes contains ridges
indicating that the superdeformed continuum, partially at least,
feeds into the discrete superdeformed band. A further description
of this is contained in abstract Cll by Waddington et al. Figure
2 (top) shows this two-dimensional data while Figure 2 (bottom)
shows two-dimensional data projected from the cube using planes
displaced from the superdeformed band energies by 2 0 keV each.
This latter data do not contain the ridge structures. The inset
spectrum at the bottom right of each part of Figure 2 is the
spectrum obtained by extracting the perpendicular cut across the
ridge region using a width and location to fall between the data
due to the discrete superdeformed band. These spectra clearly
show the presence of the ridge structure in the data associated
with the discrete supedeformed band.

In conclusion, CubeAid is allows quick, interactive analysis
of 3-dimensional data. In the context of the new multi-
dimensional data that we expect to have in the near future
CubeAid should allow quick looks at many sorted 3D data sets
extracted from the multidimensional data.
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